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iv.) The norms set by it for the discharge of its functions:

The police department has the arduous responsibility of law enforcement in various situations. Unswerving commitment to rules or law is the very fundamental principle of Police organization in discharge of its duties. Police acts against offenders without fear or favour. It must also possess professionalism, courage, competence and integrity in discharge of its duty. On account of continuous changes in social, economic, political fields as well as advancement in technology, police has to be a learning organization. While discharging its duties, Police has to have balanced concern for Human Rights, democratic principle, Constitution and the general well being of citizens. It is to be the appreciation and cooperation of public in discharge of all its duties. Effective and responsive approach of police to people in distress, protection of life and property, security, traffic management, crime investigation will ensure stability and order in society.

The code of conduct prescribed for Police Officer is being adhered to by all members of A & N Police.